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Abstract High altitude air-launched autonomous underwater vehicle (AL-AUV) is a new anti-sub-

marine field, which is designed on the Lockheed Martin’s high altitude anti-submarine warfare

weapons concept (HAAWC) and conducts the basic aerodynamic feasibility in a series of wind tun-

nel trials. The AL-AUV is composed of a traditional torpedo-like AUV, an additional ex-range

gliding wings unit and a descending parachute unit. In order to accurately and conveniently inves-

tigate the dynamic and static characteristic of high altitude AL-AUV, a simulation platform is

established based on MATLAB/SIMULINK and an AUV 6DOF (Degree of Freedom) dynamic

model. Executing the simulation platform for different wing’s parameters and initial fixing angle,

a set of AUV gliding data is generated. Analyzing the recorded simulation result, the velocity

and pitch characteristics of AL-AUV deployed at varying wing areas and initial setting angle,

the optimal wing area is selected for specific AUV model. Then the comparative simulations of

AL-AUV with the selected wings are completed, which simulate the AUV gliding through idealized

windless air environment and gliding with Dryden wind influence. The result indicates that the

method of wing design and simulation with the simulation platform based on SIMULINK is accu-

rately effective and suitable to be widely employed.
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1. Introduction

Autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) is un-tethered mobile
platform used for survey operation by ocean scientists, marine
industry and the military.1,2 For its ability of accessing other-
wise inaccessible regions, lower cost of operation, improved

data quality and the ability to acquire nearly synoptic observa-
tions of processes in the water, AUV is widely used in ocean
investigation. Almost all the dominant countries have paid

more and more attention to the AUV technology, which devel-
ops rapidly. However, the ability specifically flexibility of the
traditional AUV deployed from a water surface vehicle or
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sub-marine vehicle is extremely limited by its launching plat-
form’s low moving velocity. To promote the application and
the ability of AUV’s reaching the assigned investigating ocean

region, and with the development of aerial vehicle and the air-
drop technology, air-launched AUV (AL-AUV) was designed
and well developed. Lockheed Martin manufactured air-

deployable AUV, MK39 expendable mobile anti-submarine
warfare training target (EMATT). Woods Hole Oceano-
graphic Institution (WHOI) designed a set of air-dropped

AUV, remote environmental monitoring units (REMUS),
and the relational underwater modeling, control and simula-
tion technology of air-launched REMUS AUV3 and water im-
pact of REMUS AUV dropped in free-fall from a helicopter in

a low hover were developed and experimentally analyzed.4

Most of the existing air-deployed AUVs only permit to be
dropped at low altitude and speed, or launched at high hover

above the survey water field and decelerated by parachute,
which lack controllability and flexibility. And for military pur-
pose the carrier aircraft of AUV or torpedo is easy to be de-

tected and attacked. Hence, the high altitude anti-submarine
warfare weapon conception (HAAWC) was proposed in
2006 by American Navy and experimented by Lockheed Mar-

tin manufactured with MK54 torpedo and a LongShot wing
unit, launched at 20000 ft (1 ft = 304.8 mm), proving the fea-
sibility and advantage of this conception.5–8 Meanwhile, the
British developed similar high altitude air-launched technol-

ogy.9,10 In our country, Northwestern Polytechnical University
firstly carried out the high altitude gliding torpedo relative re-
search, analyzed the key technology of trajectory simulation,11

and calculated the aerodynamic characteristic of torpedo with
gliding wing unit12 and the impact dynamic of air launched
torpedo with water.13,14

In this paper, a simulation platform of AL-AUV with a pair
of ex-range wings and a descending parachute unit is intro-
duced. The usage of wing enables the AUV to be dropped at

high altitude and glide a long distance to reach the signed
investigating ocean field. The gliding of the AL-AUV with
varying wings area and fitting angle is simulated using the sim-
ulation platform. And the characteristics of the simulated AL-

AUV with varying wings are recorded and analyzed. Concert-
ing the AUV gliding dynamic characteristic and the wing’s
ability of extending range, the optimal wing area and fitting
Fig. 1 Image trajectory map o
angle are selected for specific AUV model. The overall design
of high altitude AL-AUV has been discussed in Ref. 15.

2. Summary of high altitude AL-AUV

The high altitude AL-AUV investigated in the following
description is composed of traditional torpedo-like AUV with

hull structure of the REMUS,16 a pair of ex-range gliding
wings unit loaded on the AUV geometrical center with the
NACA Clark YH cross section, and a Dohher rotating circular

parachute unit at the tail of AUV to decelerate the AUV veloc-
ity of water entry. The usage of ex-range gliding wing enables
the AL-AUV to be launched at high altitude and glide a long

distance from launch point to water entry point. The control-
lable surface on wings and rudders at AUV tail enhances the
AL-AUV’s maneuverability, controllability and the ability of

anti-interfere caused by environment wind at gliding stage
through air. As shown in Fig. 1, the trajectory of high altitude
AL-AUV is divided into five stages:

(1) AUV initialization and deployment.
(2) Gliding steadily through air with ex-range wings.
(3) Wings releasing and parachute inflating.

(4) Water entry and parachute releasing.
(5) Moving underwater autonomously.
3. 6DOF dynamic model

The 6DOF motion equation is generally written in the matrix
form:

M _Vþ CðVÞ � V ¼ F ð1Þ

whereM is the AL-AUV generalized mass-inertia matrix, C(V)
the Coriolis-Centripetal (CC) matrix, V the generalized veloc-

ity vector involving linear velocity in body fixed frame VB = [u
v w]T and angular velocity of body fixed frame relative to the
earth inertial frame XB = [p q r]T, and F is generalized external

force and moment vector acting on AUV in body fixed frame
caused by aerodynamics and gravity. Since the origin of body
fixed frame is not coincident with the AUV’s gravity center,
the inertial force and moment acting on AUV will cause
f the investigated AL-AUV.
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additional structure coupling, and the mass matrix M and CC

matrix C(V) could be expressed as17

M ¼
mI3�3 �mSðrgÞ
mSðrgÞ I0

� �
ð2Þ

CðVÞ ¼
mSðXBÞ �mSðXBÞSðrgÞ

mSðrgÞSðXBÞ �SðI0XBÞ

� �
ð3Þ

where I3·3 is an unity matrix, I0 the AUV inertial matrix, m the

AUV mass and rg the position vector of gravity center with re-
spect to frame origin center. The matrix S(*) is a skew-sym-
metrical matrix18 that transfers vector cross product to

matrix form.
Defining absolute velocity V= |V|, the generalized force

and moment vector F acting on AUV due to aerodynamic

and gravity with respect to the body fixed frame is partitioned
as

F ¼ FdðV; a; bÞ þ FfðV; a; bÞþ
FhyðHBÞ þ FwðV; a; asetÞ ð4Þ
Fig. 2 Coordinate and structure of AL-AUV.

Fig. 3 High altitude AL-A
where Fd and Ff are velocity dependent aerodynamic force and

moment respectively acting on AUV body and fins; Fhy repre-
sents the gravity inter force and moment in the body-fixed
frame; Fw is the wing lift and drag force and moment vector,

and a, b, HB, aset respectively denote AUV angle of attack,
slide angle, pitch altitude angle and wings’ setting angle which
is defined with the angle between the AUV x-axis and the wing
cross section chord.

Modeling AL-AUV as a rigid body, two coordinates are de-
fined in Fig. 2, an earth fixed inertial frame with relevant quan-
tities exhibiting a subscript ‘‘E’’ and an AUV body fixed frame

with the alternative subscript ‘‘B’’. The transformation ma-
trixes of the related translational velocity component between
two coordinate systems and the angular velocity relative to the

body fixed frame are given with Eq. (5).

_RE ¼ CE
B � VB and _EuE ¼ gE

B �XB ð5Þ

where _RE and _EuE respectively represent the variation rate of

AUV position and attitude in earth fixed frame; CE
B and gE

B

respectively denote linear and angular transform matrix.
With all the above dynamics, motion and kinematics equa-

tions, a simulation system is designed and established using
MATLAB/SIMULINK block.

4. Simulation platform based on SIMULINK

Since the high altitude AL-AUV’s gliding stage is highly simi-
lar to unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), the establishment of

simulation platform based on SIMULINK can use the method
of modeling and simulation used in aeronautic control for ref-
erences.19,20 Hence the high altitude AL-AUV simulation plat-
form as shown in Fig. 3 comprises four modules, navigation

and guidance block, GPS sensor block, controller block and
6DOF dynamic model block.

The AL-AUV 6DOF dynamic model block, Fig. 4, consists

of four sub-modules. The aero/hydro-dynamic force and mo-
ment sub-module (see Fig. 5) calculates the aero/hydro-dy-
namic effect on AUV body, wings and fins in body fixed

frame. The environment model (see Fig. 6) sub-module adds
UV simulation platform.



Fig. 4 AL-AUV 6DOF dynamic model sub-module.

Fig. 5 Dynamic force and moment sub-module.
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atmosphere and wind influence to system aerodynamic calcula-
tion and height effect to gravity acceleration. The 6DOF (Qua-

ternion) sub-module processes motion and kinematics
equations provided in Section 3. And an Alpha Beta Mach
module calculates the AUV moving angle of attack in different

frame planes.
Compile MATLAB program to evaluate the parameters

needed in AUV aerodynamic effect calculation and initialize

the launching environment condition and the AUV initial
moving state, position and attitude state, and then set appro-
priate simulation time and step and execute the platform. Then
the AL-AUV gliding dynamic data will be put in MATLAB

workspace. Then analyze the obtained simulation data, the dy-
namic characteristics of AL-AUV with varying wing parame-
ters will be achieved, which will be deeply discussed in

Section 5.1.
5. Simulation and conclusions

The AL-AUV aerodynamic force and moment Eq. (4) indi-

cates that the steady gliding state, especially the gliding angle
of attack (a, b) and attitude pitch angle HB, for a specific
AUV is due to the area and the initial setting angle of wings.

Multi-executing the simulation system with varying wing area
and setting angle and analyzing the simulated gliding data, the
effect of wing parameter and initial launching condition on
steady gliding state was well investigated.

The simulated AL-AUV was designed based on REMUS-
100 AUV with structure parameters (see Table 1). The AUV
dynamic non-dimensional coefficients used in aerodynamic

calculation of the above simulation platform were provided
in Ref. 16.



Fig. 6 Environment model sub-module.

Table 2 Initial conditions.

Parameter Range or value Step Description

Sw/S0 [0.2 1] 0.1 Ratio of selected wing area to

reference wing area

aset (�) [0 4] 0.1 Wing initial fix angle

V (m/s) 75 Launching speed

H (m) 2000 Launching altitude

Table 1 AL-AUV parameters.

Parameter Value Unit Description

l 1.33 m Total length of AUV

R 9.55 cm AUV maximum hull radius

Ap 0.226 m2 Hull projected area

W 299 N Estimated weight

(b) Variation of for different αset

(c) Variation of α for different wing areas 

(d) Variation of for different wing areas 

(a) Variation of α for different αset

Fig. 7 Variation of a and HB.
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5.1. Wing design and optimization

To simplify the simulation calculation and save the simulation

time, the 3D (x, z and pitch) motion simulation with idealized
windless environment was processed at this wing selection
stage. Set the initial conditions as Table 2 and multi-executed
the simulation platform for 100 s, the following corresponding

relative figures of steady gliding altitude, attack angle and wing
area, as well as initial setting angle were obtained (see Fig. 7).

Fig. 7(a) and (b) show the variations of AUV gliding angle

of attack a and pitch angle HB with the change of wing setting
angle aset and time for specific wing area. The figures show that
angles a and HB were steady after about 40 s damping, and

indicate that the AL-AUV with ex-range wing is large-range
stable and aset affects AL-AUV’s dynamic characteristic and
determines AUV’s steady gliding angle of attack and pitch an-

gle for the specific wing area. The corresponding relations of
steady a, HB and aset for different wing areas are shown in
Fig. 7(c) and (d), with arrow labeled wing areas’ increase or
decrease.



Fig. 8 Variation of gliding angles with aset for different wing

areas.

Fig. 9 Variation of Hmin and Cew with different Sw.

Fig. 10 Velocity of wind influence.

Fig. 11 AL-AUV gliding track with or without wind influence.

(a) Variation of angle of attack 

(b) Variation of gliding attitude 

(c) Variation of Vb

Fig. 12 AUV dynamic characteristic without wind influence.

(a) Variation of angle of attack 

(b) Variation of gliding attitude 

(c) Variation of Vb

Fig. 13 AUV dynamic characteristics with wind influence.
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Defining AUV gliding angle H and wing’s coefficient of ex-

range efficiency Cew as follows:

H ¼ a�HB ð6Þ

Cew ¼ 1=ðSw tanHÞ ð7Þ
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with gliding distance in horizon

RX ¼ CewSwH ð8Þ

then the variation of gliding angle H with the change of aset
and Sw is plotted in Fig. 8, which indicates that an optimal ex-
ists for each area wing to let AUV be steady at the minimal

gliding angle. Processed the simulation data to search out min-
imal steady gliding angle H and the corresponding setting an-
gle of each wing area, and then calculated each point’s
efficiency coefficient (see Fig. 9). The figure clearly shows that

the minimal gliding angle Hmin rapidly decreases with the in-
crease of wing area, which enhances AUV gliding range, mean-
while the decrease of wing’s ex-range efficiency coefficient

weakens system stability and delays the stabilize time. Com-
promising the AL-AUV dynamic and steady characteristics,
an eclectic wing area was selected with Sw = 0.489 m2 and

the corresponding setting angle aset = 2.7�.

5.2. 6DOF simulation with wind influence

To prove the reliability and effectivity of the method men-

tioned in Section 5.1 on wing design and selection, a group
of comparative 6DOF simulation of high altitude AL-AUV
with the above-selected wing area and initial angle fitting on

AUV body was completed. And the simulated gliding air envi-
ronment was set to be idealized windless or with Dryden wind.
The wind influence, shown in Fig. 10, was provided by a wind

module built on Dryden atmospheric turbulence model.21

The gliding trajectories of AL-AUV with and without wind
influence (see Fig. 11) clearly indicate that the AUV with se-
lected wing area and initial wing fitting angle on body is exten-

sively steady and able to glide a long distance from launch
point with a sharp gliding angle (bold solid track), and the
track is quavering in vertical direction and yawing in slide

direction (fine dash track).
Comparing the AUV’s states of angle of attack, attitude

and velocity varying with time in different environments

(Cases with or without wind influence are respectively shown
in Figs. 12 and 13), the AUV gliding dynamic characteristics
were obtained. The gliding velocity of AUV in wind influence
was approximately kept equal with windless gliding velocity

and a slight damping. Whereas the angle of attack and attitude
angle at designed steady gliding stage were obviously affected
by the damping wind influence, which gravely weakened the

high-altitude AL-AUV’s ability of extending range. Hence, a
large-scale self-adaptable or robust controller is extraordi-
narily requisite for dominating the deflection angle of rudders

at AUV tail to keep the gliding attitude and angle of attack
approximate to the designed optimal angle of given wing
parameter or dictated angle of navigation and guidance mod-

ule. Because of the limitation of paper length, the design of
self-adaptable or robust controller will be devotedly investi-
gated and discussed in further study.
6. Conclusions

The above simulation results illustrate that the introduced
method on the selection of wing parameters and gliding simu-

lation using the established simulation platform for given
AUV is accurate and practically valuable. Especially for the
AL-AUV’s design, an appropriate pair of wings and optimal
wing’s initial setting angle could be selected for any AUV
and desired gliding angle.
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